
THE CLASSIC NECKLACE
WITH BLACK SWAROVSKI

THE CHARMED SIMPLICITY
NECKLACE

THE MOONSTOCK
BRACELET

THE REGIO PEWTER
NECKLACE

Metal: Pewter pendant with black Swarovski
element with black pewter chain.
Dimensions: 1/8” thick, 1/2” diameter pendant
with 1mm thick, 18” long chain. 
Wholesale: $17.50
Retail: $38

Metal: Silver plated charm with Rhodium
coated sterling silver anchor chain.
Dimensions: 1/8” thick, 1/2” diameter pendant
with 1mm thick, 18” long chain.
Wholesale: $22.50
Retail: $49

Metal: Silver plated charm with adjustable
stainless steel bangle bracelet and branded tag.
Dimensions: 1/8” thick, 1/2” diameter pendant with
adjustable 1.5mm thick, 2.5”-3” diameter bangle.
Wholesale: $22.50
Retail: $49

Metal: Pewter pendant with silver plated chain.
Dimensions: 1/8” thick, 1” diameter pendant
with 3mm thick, 24” long chain. 
Wholesale: $20
Retail: $45

EVERY MOMENT has A MOON #moonglow



PALLENE MOON
SKINNY BRACELET

LUNAR ESSENCE
NECKLACE

THE ATMOSPHERE PENDANT
BY MOONGLOW

SKY LIGHT NECKLACE
IN GOLD OR ROSE GOLD

Metal: Silver plated charm and adjustable
stainless steel bracelet and branded round tag.
Dimensions: The charm features a 10mm moon
picture (smaller than standard size). The charm
itself is about half an inch. Total length of the
bracelet is 7.5” (5.5” + 2” extension chain).
Wholesale: $20
Retail: $45

Metal: Pewter pendant with stainless steel
chain and branded tag.
Dimensions: 4mm thick, 10mm diameter pendant.
Comes with a 26” (adjustable to 28”) curb chain
(2mm thick) and a 15mm tag.
Wholesale: $20
Retail: $45

Metal: Silver plated pendant and rhodium coated
sterling silver chain.
Dimensions: The pendant features a 10mm moon picture
(smaller than standard size). The pendant itself is about
1” in diameter and measures 1 1/4” from top of the bale
to the bottom of the pendant. Comes with an 18” chain.
Wholesale: $22.50
Retail: $48

Metal: 18K Yellow or Rose gold plated pendant.
Yellow or Rose gold-plated chain.
Dimensions: 10mm moon pendant
(Mini moon collection) 18” link chain (1/2mm thick).
Wholesale: $47.50
Retail: $95
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PACKAGING INFORMATION
Each piece of jewelry comes with a branded jewelry box, a personality trait card and
certificate of authenticity. These items are automatically shipped with every order.

OPENING ORDER
The opening order is 3 each of the 20 possible moon phases per style(s) selected.

Opening orders include a branded display and point of sale materials at no additional charge.
The minimum reorder is 12 pieces.
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